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Q6  

Any ideas that you would like to see or anything you like to have changed? 

 
 23 responses.  My response are in blue.  
 
I had 19 responses that was (No, Good Job, Thank you for your time or variants of 
that message.) Thank you for those responses.  
 
I also received 4 ideas  
1. Maybe a practice score link to the club page in the match schedule. Good idea - I 

added in the last newsletter the hyperlink to the club’s web pages. I try to add the PractiScore 

links as well, lots of the times the ones I have are because the club rep or MD sent me the link, I 

try to look up other matches on Facebook or PractiScore but to be honest sometimes I don’t have 

lots of time to find them and edit the newsletter it all depends on my “Paying” job.  So you can 

help if you know of a match registration for your club email me ASAP (I try and send the 

newsletter on Wednesday) at wpascgz@gmail.com and I will get it added.  

2. Rules updates. I am trying to have a balance between too little and too much information 

in a weekly newsletter. My idea for this is to get the competitor the info he/she needs to shoot a 

match each week and sectional/national news, yet not having too much content to make it to 

long.  I got some of that feed back in Q2 comments regarding newsletter content.  I might do the 

weekly with the basic “here you go - get you going” content and a single monthly with news a 

sectional- reginal-national news and rules content.  I would however say your best source for 

rules is the USPSA web site or their magazine Front Sight. 

3. I love the idea of helping set up and tear down. It should be put in every newsletter. 

I cannot stress this enough and probably a lot of shooters get tired of hearing this. But it’s true 

your local clubs Match Director put a ton of their personal time and they get burned out without 

the help of you, the match competitor. Please come help setup, even one a month or stay and 

takedown one stage trust me you won’t be turned away and your time will be greatly 

appreciated. AND to the gals/guys (Yes we have ladies that come out and hammer nails as well 

as pull them at the match end) that I see every month and on behalf of all the Match 

Directors and all the guys/gals that help in areas that I don’t get to THANK YOU VERY 

MUCH! 

4. Do not get me started on the Area 8 match  Hmm poor Bill D. Hey so I have an idea. I 

believe in bring a solution to a problem I report. So I would be interested in hearing some 

thoughts on this. Do you think there is a better way to register this match, or what would help of 

fix this problem?   

I have to make sure a Section Match gets on the ground and I would be interested in some fresh 

ideas or feedback.  
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